Trump Touts Nuke Strength as Tillerson Urges Calm on N.Korea

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump declared the U.S. nuclear stockpile is now "much, much stronger than ever before" as a top diplomat was working to calm the North Korean crisis and "there were really not any threats." (Reuters)

German Banks Warn of Risks After Trump’s Tirade

BERLIN - A German lawmaker from the Christian Democratic Union, who represents the Hamburg district of Altona, said he was worried about the country’s banks after President Donald Trump’s recent comments about the nuclear programme of North Korea. (Reuters)

German Lawmaker Wants Security Guarantees to Visit Turkey

BERLIN - A German lawmaker from the Left party wants security guarantees to visit Turkey after President Donald Trump’s recent threats to Ankara. (Reuters)

India Tries to Resolve Kashmir Issue on its Own

NEW DELHI - Prime Minister Narendra Modi has made it clear that his government has a "sensible" approach to the Kashmir issue. (Reuters)

N.Korea Organizing Rally against UN Sanctions

WASHINGTON — North Korean authorities have organized a giant rally Wednesday as a show of support for their leader's latest round of U.N. sanctions. Ten thousands of people packed Kim Il Sung Square in downtown Pyongyang for the event, which followed a formal format of speeches from a balcony, the Workers' Party of Korea and the Supreme People's Assembly, followed in a organized rows inter-twined in a show of force. (Reuters)

Immigration to Australia from Fiji

A new study has found that there is a link between immigration from Fiji to Australia and the development and infrastructure of the country. The study was funded by the Fiji government and published in the Australian National University. (Reuters)

China's JAPAN Ruling Party

TOKYO - Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) and its New Komeito Party ally had the best campaign in the country, with the opposition Labour Party trailing far behind. (Reuters)

Police Call to End Hostage Situation

FRANCE - Anti-Terrorist safeguards have been announced by authorities after a hostage situation at a Paris police station. (Reuters)

Azerbaijan Accuses Trump of 'Hate Speech' on Muslims

DUSHANBE - The government of Tajikistan has accused U.S. President Donald Trump of "hate speech" against Muslims. (Reuters)

India Plans Major U-turn on Migrant Workers

NEW DELHI - India has committed to a major overhaul of its policies on migration, with the government announcing a new law that will allow foreign workers to stay for up to 10 years. (Reuters)

Trump's 'Fire and Fury' Threats to North Korea

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump has threatened to "modernize" his nuclear arsenal, a move that could trigger a nuclear arms race. (Reuters)

China Warns Against Stoking Korea Tensions after Trump's 'Fury'

BEIJING - China rebuked U.S. President Donald Trump's approach to the North Korean nuclear issue, saying his "fire and fury" rhetoric would only escalate tensions and increase the risk of war. (Reuters)

Pakistan's Skydiving Mission

WHITTSYNGLE - A Pakistani military aviation team is preparing for a historic skydive mission into the heart of Afghanistan. (Reuters)

U.S. to Be 'Loser' if Violating Nuclear Deal, Warns Iran's Nuclear Chief

TEHRAN - If the United States abandons the 2015 nuclear deal, the U.S. will be the "loser" as Iran will keep all options on the table, including the possibility of a nuclear program. (Reuters)

ISLAMABAD - Family ties to Pakistan's famous nuclear scientist could still not stifle the ambitions of a Pakistani politician who is running for parliament. (Reuters)

Talking Point

"Stop EU Exit 'Catastrophe', Says UK Minister's Ex-Chief of Staff"

LONDON - Britain's exit from the European Union will be the country's biggest crisis since World War II, the former chief of staff to Brexit minister David Davis said in a conference speech on Wednesday. (Reuters)

"Trump is our story" - German lawmaker

BERLIN - A German lawmaker has said that President Donald Trump is a "natural" ally for Germany, despite his recent comments about the country's economy and trade policies. (Reuters)

"We will never be a time that we are said that his first order as president would be 'met with fire and fury like the world has never seen.'" (Reuters)

"In a series of early-morning tweets on Wednesday, Trump said the United States has been working to calm the North Korea crisis even as his top diplomat was working behind the scenes. (Reuters)

American diplomacy has inherited it on Jan. 20. (AP)